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"Nature, after all, is the consummate people-pleaser – it is serviceable to anyone who wants to speak
in its name […] Nature cannot speak for itself, but everyone else is all too willing to do the job."
 —Andrew Ross in conversation with Mark Dion, 1996

Introduction
"The unnatural, that too is natural"
 —Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

At every technological juncture in history, from the Stone Age through the Industrial Revolution
and right up to the iPad 3, nature has had a complex interplay with the so-called "unnatural," or
the artificial. As Goethe once commented, "the unnatural, that too is natural." UNNATURAL is an
exhibition presented at the Bass Museum of Art from September through November 2012 that
explores the role of nature in the age of technology. Mostly comprising video, but also including
sculpture and installation, the works in this exhibition, as stated by the curator, "reflect the freedom
of the imagination and the wonders of simulation technology, which make the inconceivable
conceivable."
There is a dense art historical map tracing the dynamic between art, technology and life. Mostly
beginning, for obvious reasons, after the late 1800s, artists have reflected upon, criticized and also
exalted virtues of technological evolution. Futurist artist Umberto Boccioni's sculpture Unique
Forms of Continuity in Space, 1913, for example, celebrated the industrial revolution; while, Yves
Klein's famous photograph Leap into the Void of 1960 was a photomontage denouncing NASA's
lunar exploration. One must point, however, to the special case of Nam June Paik, who has been
credited by some with the original usage (1974) of the term "super highway" when referring to
telecommunications. In fact, in a Rockefeller Foundation proposal he presented in that same
year, "Media Planning for the Postindustrial Society – The 21st Century is now only 26 years away,"
he used the term "electronic super highway" and described the following: "The building of new
electronic super highways will become an even huger enterprise. Assuming we connect New York
with Los Angeles by means of an electronic telecommunication network that operates in strong
transmission ranges, as well as with continental satellites, wave guides, bundled coaxial cable,
and later also via laser beam fiber optics: the expenditure would be about the same as for a Moon
landing, except that the benefits in term of by-products would be greater." In 1974 this was but a
dream that some may have called "unnatural."
Recently, some science museums have recognized the importance of the artist's voice as part of a
larger scientific conversation. In 2011, the Natural History Museum in Vienna included visual artists
in Synth-ethic: Art and Synthetic Biology, an exhibition about the borderline between the natural
and unnatural – specifically regarding ethics and biology. This summer, Mark Dion presented a solo
exhibition called Oceanomania at the Oceanographic Museum in Monaco, centered on the interest
and fascination surrounding the seas. The Bass Museum is honored to enable artists to continue
this dialogue in the exhibition UNNATURAL and this accompanying publication.
All exhibitions are a result of enormous teamwork of generous and talented individuals who I would
like to thank profusely: first, the artists, who continually problematize our thoughts and inspire us
to be smarter. I would like to thank the curator, Tami Katz-Freiman, for such an absolutely beautiful,
UNNATURAL installation view, computer simulation
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while deeply intelligent exhibition and for her dedication to making it happen.
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Nature Has No Copyright
I would like to express our deepest appreciation to the funders of this exhibition for their generosity
and trust. We are eternally grateful to Vivian Ostrovsky of the Ostrovsky Family Fund, whose support
enabled the Bass Museum to confirm this exhibition early enough to allow for proper scholarship.

Tami Katz-Freiman

I would like to thank the following people who offered their support when this project was only a
dream: Anat Gilead, Consul for Cultural Affairs in the USA, and Rafael Gamzou, Head of the Division
for Cultural and Scientific Affairs, Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Revital Malca, Deputy Consul
General and Ariel Roman-Harris, Director of Media and Cultural Affairs, of the Consulate General
of Israel to Florida and Puerto Rico. Special thanks are due as well to Rivka Saker and Chen Tamir
from Artis Contemporary Israeli Art Fund; and to Raquel and Aryeh Rubin from Targum Shlishi for
their support of this exhibition.
Many people worked very hard before the opening day and they should be acknowledged: the
Bass Museum of Art staff, especially Chelsea Guerdat and Jan Galliardt; and Tami Katz-Freiman's
team: Carmit Blumensohn for her invaluable assistance in various aspects of the exhibition; Talya

" Bold, overhanging, and as it were threatening rocks; clouds piled up in the sky, moving with lightning flashes
and thunder peals; volcanoes in all their violence of destruction; hurricanes with their track of devastation;
the boundless ocean in a state of tumult; the lofty waterfall of a mighty river, and such like – these exhibit
our faculty of resistance as insignificantly small in comparison with their might. But the sight of them is the
more attractive, the more fearful it is, provided only that we are in security; and we willingly call these objects
sublime, because they raise the energies of the soul above their accustomed height, and discover in us a faculty
of resistance of a quite different kind, which gives us courage against the apparent almightiness of nature."

Halkin who translated the main text from Hebrew and Dafna Graif who designed the catalogue with

 —Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment, I, II, 29, 1790

such inspiration. Special thanks are due to Yossi Ben Shoshan for his digital assistance in planning
the installation of UNNATURAL.
I hope you enjoy and learn from this exhibition as much as we have.
Thank you.
Silvia Karman Cubiña

For the past several hundred years, the intellectual history of

has long lost its power. In the contemporary age of the simulacra,

Western culture has consistently defined the relationship between

images of nature are recycled as part of a virtual inventory

nature and culture as dialectic in character. Yet today, over two

containing countless manipulated and reconstructed images, so

Executive Director and Chief Curator

centuries after the appearance of the Critique of Judgment, it is

that it is no longer possible to distinguish between the real and

Bass Museum of Art, Miami Beach

difficult to imagine an experience of Romantic wonder akin to

its representation. The infinite power of nature, which Kant refers

the one described by Kant. The sense of liberty embodied in the

to as the "sublime," is currently mediated through images, films

unmediated encounter with nature – the metaphysical solace of

and television programs, while the sense of wonder we may still

secular man – may still be experienced, even though it is becoming

experience is based on an accumulation of countless previously

increasingly more rare. At present, however, it is inevitably shaped

processed and consumed images.

by man's desire to control, cultivate and preserve nature, for even
the most remote stretch of wilderness – the frontier – is today
managed, mediated, and domesticated. Indeed, it seems that
the desire to preserve a sphere that contains no marks of human
presence embodies the promise of finding refuge from culture –
that is, the promise of happiness.

that the framing and circumscribing of "nature" as a "landscape"
is accompanied by a shift from nature, in itself, to a perceptual
schema that is implicitly shaped by cultural constructions and
conventions, which are either replicated or contested by the work
of art. In other words, even when contemporary landscape imagery

Nature has always inspired artistic creation, while simultaneously

has a concrete referent in reality, it is nevertheless constructed as

reflecting changing human attitudes towards it – ranging from

an imagined sphere, already existing as a representation before

mystical, Romantic approaches to ecological art and earth art.

it is re-presented by the artwork.

Nature has been viewed as a metaphor for chaotic, uncontrollable
forces, as a utopian realm, and as the site of an encounter with
sublime and majestic forces that provoke astonishment and awe.
It has represented a mysterious symbol, an object of longing that
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Contemporary theoretical approaches go even further, arguing

The complex relations between nature and culture are aptly defined
by Jeffrey Kestner in the introduction to the recently published
anthology Nature:

bespeaks the basic desire to return to an Edenic past. Nature seems

"Nature has repeatedly been rejected and reclaimed by artists

to embody all of man's dreams, as well as his worst nightmares. Yet

over the last half century. Art that is engaged with it – informed

the idea of an artistic excursion to encounter the real landscape

by philosophical and political trends, by scientific advances
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and by the evolution of theoretical frameworks within the field

imaginary ones. Some are based on concrete expanses of nature,

of wallpaper projected onto the museum's grand ramp wall. Gal

that seem to have formed on the museum floor. An illusory

of visual culture – has been uniquely positioned to benefit

while others are dreamlike, surreal constructions. A thematic

Weinstein, meanwhile, "draws" pine forests by laboriously gluing

representation of the sky also appears in Guy Zagursky's work,

from the dislocation of disciplinary specificities. As forms of

examination of the exhibition reveals a heterogeneous range

steel wool onto wooden panels and then setting them on fire.

where a starry night is magically revealed within a wooden crate

technology have made our interventions into natural systems

of images: trees and forests, fields and flowers, animals, various

both increasingly refined and profound, and advances in

terrains, hills and swamps, and stretches of sky containing clouds,

biological and communication technology have altered the

tornadoes, or supernovas. The mediation of these images, however,

way we 'present' ourselves, so too have artistic re-presentations

involves various types of manual or digital manipulation – acts of

of nature evolved."

camouflage, the use of synthetic substitutes, and the creation of

In the hyper-technological age, the concept of nature has thus
acquired a new relevance that has led many artists to reflect on

between man, nature and culture.

tradition of still-life paintings – an early genre of artificial nature.
Ori Gersht's video work introduces movement into a still-life
of a pheasant and grapes by the painter Jean-Siméon Chardin.
In Gersht's video, the pheasant is seen diving downwards and

used to transport artworks. Stunning and impossible panoramas
of supernovas – stars collapsing into themselves – appear in the
digital montage created by Boaz Aharonovitch, which stretches the
limits of the photographic medium and undermines its association
with the representation of reality.

collapsing into its own reflection, thus enhancing the affinity

Another thematic prism through which one may examine the

between beauty and death. In a similar manner, Dana Levy alludes

works in this exhibition is their affiliation with scientific, Romantic,

artificial environments, where one is unable to distinguish between

The contemporary discourse on nature is interdisciplinary and

to the tradition of landscape painting by using a crane to pull an

poetic, and ecological approaches to nature. A scientific approach

what is real and what is not. A significant number of contemporary

undermines traditional divisions between different fields of

ancient pine tree out of the depths of a pastoral lake.

is evident in Rose-Lynn Fisher's microscopic photographs of bees,

artists challenge the gap between traditional perceptions of "nature"

knowledge: studies in areas such as environmental ecology,

and "culture," suggesting that this reductive dichotomy is no longer

eco-activism, biotechnology, biomedia, botany and zoology,

sustainable. In many cases, they introduce new understandings

experimental geography and anthropology, alongside concepts

of the sublime that replace its Romantic associations and the

such as extinction, biodiversity, and utopianism, have thus become

related sense of awe with a diverse range of critical, political, and

an integral part of this artistic discourse.

poetic approaches.

The majority of the artists in this show are Israeli-born – a fact that

One cannot imagine a more appropriate venue for this exhibition

infuses their examination of nature with a political charge, while

than Miami – which was built as a consequence of the large-scale

leading to a critical engagement with the concepts of territory and

draining of swamps into artificial lakes and canals. As a city in which

landscape. In the contemporary Israeli context, it is impossible to

nature has been processed to extraordinary degrees of synthetic

disassociate the landscape from its political resonances and from

cultivation, it is a site where the gap between the natural and the

the multiple narratives that surround it. Landscape imagery and

artificial has been completely blurred. Indeed, Miami may serve

representations of nature in contemporary Israeli art are rarely

as a powerful parable for the unnatural. The palm trees on the

ideologically innocent, and are certainly not Romantic. They are

golden ocean front, the hibiscus flowers, the mangrove roots

scorched by the fire of conflict and marked by the fervor of internal

The preoccupation with animals is related to a reflection on the
uncanny and the repressed, as well as to the urge to domesticate
and cultivate; in Meirav Heiman and Yossi Ben Shoshan's work,
a sperm whale imprisoned in an aquarium that is too small to
accommodate its size symbolizes the enduring power of a vast
and threatening nature, even when it is fully subjected by man.
Hilja Keading similarly blurs the boundaries between the natural
and the fictional by examining the domestication and cultivation
of wildlife, while documenting her own intimate encounter with a
gigantic black bear. A playful preoccupation with animals is also
given expression in the enchanting experimental work by Céleste
Boursier-Mougenot, who engaged live birds in a chance acoustic
production, resulting in a magical sonic adventure.

which reveal the metaphorical code embodied in the structure
and surface patterns of the bees' bodies and their resemblance to
creatures in a science-fiction film. A pseudo-scientific approach is
represented by the works of Uri Shapira, who concocts various
materials, encourages "natural" reactions among chemicals, and
creates "metal vegetation" in aquariums. Tomer Sapir similarly blurs
the boundaries between animal and mineral, real and fictional, by
creating laboratory mutations whose degree of "naturalness" can
no longer be determined. And in Freddy Shachar Kislev's work,
the fusion of the natural and the artificial, the organic and the
synthetic, is similarly embodied by the writhing mollusk floating
in a pool of black liquid.
A Romantic, yet politically charged approach, is given expression in
the works of Richard Mosse, who uses infrared film to transform the

and the pastel palette of the Art Deco buildings may be thought

controversy. This context, where territory itself and the ownership

Muddy terrains and swamps have special significance in this

of as a glamorous façade, a stage set centered on simulating an

over it are the source of a fundamental debate, clearly reveals

exhibition due to its location in the south of Florida. The symbolic

A different kind of manipulated nature appears in the works of

experience of paradise on earth. The presentation of UNNATURAL

how every act of representing nature is inevitably political and

charge of such areas is related to liminal states, to the abject, and to

Tobias Madison, who applied expressionist paint drips to synthetic

in Miami Beach – a subtropical, botanically lush barrier island that

suffused with ideology.

the mystery of a primeval, untamed, libidinal world. Blane De St.

plants and inserted them into glass display cases. In doing so, he

Croix presents a fragment of a muddy landscape that appears to

provokes ironic thoughts concerning new age trends centered on

be floating at the center of the exhibition space, and which alludes

a green ecology, the preservation of nature, and the sanctification

to the Everglades nature reserve in South Florida. Gilad Ratman

of the "natural." A poetic approach to myths concerning nature is

investigates an extreme case of the human desire to wallow in

given expression in Sigalit Landau's video work, which features a

nature by documenting a bizarre activity that involves physically

watermelon raft that floats in the Dead Sea, unraveling in a spiral

immersing oneself in thick, slippery mud. Yehudit Sasportas's

motion around the artist's naked body.

was built on a filled coral reef, and where even the beach sand was
artificially imported – further strengthens the tangible relationship
between the “natural” and the “unnatural.”
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simulated environments, which shed ironic light on the relations

Representations of flowers have a strong connection to the

The seductive power of natural beauty is given expression in the
exhibition through images of flowers, forests and vegetation.
A number of the participating artists engage with the long artistic

killing fields of Africa into a mysterious, exotic, pink-tinged terrain.

The artists selected for UNNATURAL come from diverse cultural

tradition of representing flowers, and especially with the tradition

backgrounds and work in a wide range of media including video,

of vanitas paintings, in which the beauty of flowers symbolizes the

photography, sculpture and installation. These artists seem to

fragility and ephemerality of human life. Einat Arif-Galanti uses

be stretching the limits of time and place, while collecting and

plastic flowers "planted" on a bed of Astroturf to create a video-

assembling imagery from different sources to create a new

animation cycle of blooming and withering that resembles a

artificial form of nature. As previously mentioned, their sources

still-life painting come to life. By contrast, Michal Shamir collectes

of inspiration are not to be found in nature itself, but rather in

vestiges of real nature, which she carefully dries and scanns,

mediated, cultivated natural environments – landscapes that

underscoring processes of withering, disintegration, and decay.

have already been experienced, conquered, fixed, or classified. All

Jennifer Steinkamp presents cascades of flowers that sway lightly

The infinite expanse of the sky is embodied in this exhibition in

Salzinger creates imaginary topographies of a mysterious and

of the landscapes featured in the exhibition may be described as

in the wind like an architectural backdrop, a monumental stretch

Wendy Wischer's work, where a bright sky is reflected in puddles

imaginary natural world, which she represents in the form of

video is composed of a "patchwork" of images depicting European
forests and swamps, which are combined with drawings of vertical
lines. Spreading out among the tree trunks and invading the
swampland, these lines seem to fuse the real, visible landscape
with an imaginary, emotional landscape.

Photographic practices play a central role in representing nature,
especially in terms of the range of manipulations they make possible.
Technologies such as Photoshop, video, and scanning, alongside
other digital technologies, similarly enable artists to create deceptive
simulations and synthetic forms of manmade nature. Samantha

9

dioramas. Boaz Aharonovitch's supernovas were created out of
countless Internet-based images. The photographs of Rose-Lynn
Fisher and Richard Mosse stretch the limits of the photographic
medium and undermine its association with the representation
of reality. Aziz+Cucher's works appear as landscapes culled from
different digital sources and transformed into complete fictions. Ori
Gersht's works similarly challenge the perception of photography
as a tool for reporting on reality. And Meirav Heiman and Yossi Ben
Shoshan's sperm whale brings to a climax the conflation of the
organic and the digital, while entirely undermining the concept
of the "natural." This creature, whose body is an illusion composed

Boaz Aharonovitch
Einat Arif-Galanti
Aziz + Cucher
Céleste Boursier-Mougenot and Ariane Michel
Blane De St. Croix
Rose-Lynn Fisher

of pixels, is the most virtual one in the exhibition.

Ori Gersht

The works included in this exhibition all raise questions concerning

Meirav Heiman and Yossi Ben Shoshan

the consumption of nature in the 21st century, the different manners
in which man appropriates nature for his own needs, and the rarity
of unmediated encounters with nature in the digital world. The
painstaking artistic labor invested in creating imagined, artificial
worlds offers a reflection of the human need to conquer and
appropriate nature, as well as of man's helplessness when faced
with uncontrollable natural disasters and other natural phenomena.
At the same time, these works question conventional means and
methods of representing the natural world and metaphorically
embody both the paradoxical longing to merge with nature and
the threat embedded in this longing. UNNATURAL also represents
the far-fetched fusion of reality, fantasy and simulation. It reflects
the freedom of the imagination and the wonders of simulation
technology, which make the inconceivable conceivable. Last
but not least, it reveals how the unmediated sense of awe and
wonder provoked by nature has been replaced by the work of art,
which enables us to marvel at the act of representation and to
re-imagine nature, while celebrating the wonders of the human
imagination.

Hilja Keading
Freddy Shachar Kislev
Sigalit Landau
Dana Levy
Tobias Madison
Richard Mosse
Gilad Ratman
Samantha Salzinger
Tomer Sapir
Yehudit Sasportas
Michal Shamir
Uri Shapira
Jennifer Steinkamp
Gal Weinstein
Wendy Wischer
Guy Zagursky
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Boaz Aharonovitch
Born in Jerusalem, 1970; lives and works in Tel Aviv

Boaz Aharonovitch's work is characterized by the confluence of multiple points of view, temporal moments and places.
His polished photographs present a fictional and deceptive world of images – a phantasmagorical combination of
fantasy, simulacra, and catastrophe. Natural images of flowers, marine creatures, or exploding stars appear alongside
images from the sites of terrorist attacks, burnt forests, tangles of thorns, or clouds of smoke – addressing Aharonovitch's
continuous concern with extreme states of creation and destruction. Most of his pieces are digital montages based on
dozens and hundreds of readymade images of multiple perspectives, which he samples and processes in Photoshop
to create new modular images of stunning, non-existent panoramas – such as the supernovas in Dark Matter.
A supernova is a stellar explosion caused when the core of a massive aging star ceases to generate energy from nuclear
fusion and undergoes a sudden gravitational collapse. As a result, the star's core heats-up and expels its outer layers,
which explode due to the tremendous pressure on the star's interior.
For this piece Aharonovitch sampled satellite photographs and photographs shot from Earth, in which the light hitting
the exploded fragments forms a brilliant, colorful halo. Using Photoshop, he laboriously doubled, disassembled,
and reassembled constellations that appear to be floating around an invisible nucleus. The poetic resonance of this
cosmological phenomenon – together with the colorful spectacle of the supernovas, which seems to camouflage
the destruction they represent – relate this work to the concept of vanitas and forge a connection between images
of beauty, destruction, and death. The work's title, which was borrowed from astrophysics, relates this scientific term
to the world of photographic practice. Dark matter, which cannot be directly viewed because it does not absorb
or emit electromagnetic radiation, may be read as an allegory for the failure to represent the visible. In this manner,
Aharonovitch probes the limits of the photographic medium and undermines the equation of photography with the
representation of reality. By unraveling the principles of continuity, perspective, and linear time, he creates a chaotic
and stunning non-place.

Dark Matter, 2010-2012
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Einat Arif-Galanti
Born in Jerusalem, 1975; lives and works in Jerusalem

Einat Arif-Galanti's video-animation work Plastic Life serves as a visual anchor that humorously embodies the "unnatural."
In this piece, an Astroturf bed is "planted" with a combination of different artificial flowers: perfect imitations of roses,
tulips, anemones, acacia, lavender, hyacinths, carnations, begonia, hedera, and other blooms. Plants that never bloom
together in nature are arranged here into a harmonious composition reminiscent of an elegant flower bouquet. In the
course of eight hours of laborious cutting and pasting, the artist composed a continuum of 2400 still photographs. She
then used stop-motion animation to create a short loop documenting processes of blooming and withering, lending
this work the appearance of a still-life painting that has come to life – a plastic form of slapstick. Dialoguing with 17th
century Dutch painting, the artist probes the inanimate limits of photography, while raising questions concerning the
concept of time and the ephemerality of beauty. As is the case with her larger body of works, here too, Arif-Galanti
distills complex processes of life and decay into simple images and actions. In this manner, she also expresses her
ironic attitude towards the society of affluence, which attempts to distill the seductive power of natural beauty.

Plastic Life, 2011 (stills from video animation)
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Aziz + Cucher
Sammy Cucher born in Lima, Peru, 1958
Anthony Aziz born in Massachusetts, 1961
They live and work in New York

Aziz + Cucher are interested in "post-human" conditions and intersections between the social, the biological and
the technological. Their video work Etude SB, which is part of the series Synaptic Bliss, is based on reprocessed
segments from the multimedia installation Villette (2004), which was presented at Parc de la Villette in Paris.
Etude SB brings to a climax the encounter between the organic and the digital, and entirely undermines the concept
of the "natural." This work may be described as a painting in motion, composed of flowing, fluid forms; biomorphic
shapes that move and change; kaleidoscopic clouds; and intertwining branches and roots. The accompanying
soundtrack intensifies the sensation of a journey through a surreal landscape. The images themselves are based on
simple domestic materials such as shampoo, cosmetics, and effervescent medicines that underwent some form of
manipulation in the artists' studio. The overall effect is that of a psychedelic, subcutaneous biological event taking
place in the depths of the organism, transporting the viewer on a stream-of-consciousness journey to an imaginary
paradise.
The landscapes represented in the four digital prints on display were collaged from different sources, and then
processed in a manner that transforms them into completely fictional terrains. Processes of fragmentation, separation,
and reconstitution modulated all these images. They represent a form of consciousness that can only grasp the
world as a series of disparate fragments, while achieving a kind of ecstatic hyper-visuality. Both the Nocturnes and the
Scenapses underscore the affinity between the organic and the artificial, as part of an imagined "digital consciousness"
that allows for the simultaneous perception of multiple perspectives and qualities – such as exterior and interior, the
natural and the artificial.

Etude SB, from the series Synaptic Bliss, 2006 (video stills)
Nocturne #3, 2004 >
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Céleste Boursier-Mougenot
and Ariane Michel
Céleste Boursier-Mougenot born in Nice, France, 1961; lives and works in Sète, France
Ariane Michel born in Paris, 1973; lives and works in Paris

The experimental works created by Céleste Boursier-Mougenot, a trained musician, are characterized by a playful
quality and by the prominent use of sound, which serves to merge the realms of the musical and the visual. His works
draw both on chance procedures in the spirit of the composer John Cage, and on models of natural systems. The
"unnatural" aspect of this work involves the integration of live birds into a chance acoustic production, resulting in
a magical sonic adventure. This film by Ariane Michel documents the installation project from here to ear (2008) that
consisted of a walk-through aviary for a flock of zebra finches, and which was furnished with electric guitars and other
musical instruments. As the birds go about their routine activities, perching on or feeding from the various pieces of
equipment, they create a captivating soundscape.
In the course of this enchanting and amusing installation, the birds – which have red beaks and striped tails – grow
accustomed to their new environment, land on the guitars, and inadvertently strum on the strings to produce a "music
of chance," which triggers thoughts about technological production, language, chance operations, and systems of
translation. The artist's choice of finches was not arbitrary, and is related to the fact that the Galapagos finches were
the first birds used to demonstrate Darwin’s theory of evolution. Like biological processes of natural selection, the
sonic patterns of Boursier-Mougenot’s system branch out, mutate randomly, dissolve, and reform in a potentially
open-ended flow.

Les oiseaux de Céleste, 2008 ( film stills)
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Blane De St. Croix
Born in Boston; lives and works in Brooklyn

The representation of nature and of the natural as a perfect form of simulation is characteristic of
the work of Blane De St. Croix. He is interested in getting to the root of the relentless human desire
to rule the Earth, which produces ecological and political conflicts. His work may be thought of
as a sculptural extension of a long tradition of landscape paintings, while putting an emphasis on
conflict-torn areas and on the examination of concepts such as territory, border, circumscription,
and separation. In recent years, his main body of work has been concerned with a geopolitical
study of landscapes in charged locations worldwide (such as the borders between the US and
Mexico, Pakistan and Afghanistan, North and South Korea, or the area surrounding the nuclear
power plants in West Virginia). In some instances, his monumental sculptural installations are
situated within nature, while in other cases they are displayed in exhibition spaces, creating a fluid
interplay between exterior and interior.
Like a geologist, De St. Croix begins each project by undertaking a series of preparatory actions
that include sampling the earth, collecting documentary photographs and satellite images, and
interviewing local residents. He then integrates these elements with natural materials collected
on site and synthetic, industrial materials, in order to create a small-scale replica, or diorama, of
the original landscape. His work Floating Fire is a muddy landscape fragment that appears to be
hovering at the center of the exhibition space, and which represents the Everglades reserve in
South Florida. This ecologically rich area, which is the region's main source of water, symbolizes
man's destructive intervention in the eco-system. It poses a serious concern for environmental
activists, who point to the connection between the diminishing size of the reserve and the effects
of global warming. In the 1980s the Everglades were declared a national preservation project – the
largest in American history; yet this project is still threatened by a range of political and economic
interests. The fragment of earth that appears in this work contains the scorched remains of plants
and a pond of water. These natural vestiges seem to have been uprooted from the Sawgrass
Plains in the aftermath of an ecological disaster, in order to be preserved in the museum as the
last remains of a vanished world.

Floating Fire, 2012
Branches, Spanish moss, dirt, sand,
foam, resin, wood, acrylic paint,
vinyl paste, stucco
24 x 148 x 77 inches

Floating Fire, 2012 (detail)
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Rose-Lynn Fisher
Born in Minneapolis, 1955; lives and works in Los Angeles

Rose-Lynn Fisher's black-and-white photographs of bees create a deceptively hyper-natural effect; yet in comparison
to the other works in the exhibition, these photographs come closest to a "scientific truth." In this case, the "natural" is
mediated by means of a high-resolution scanning electron microscope, which magnifies objects hundreds to thousands
of times. Fisher uses a camera affixed to an electronic microscopic scanner to photograph the bodies of honey bees.
This fascinating species of insects, which has existed since the Neolithic period, is now experiencing an ecological
crisis that is threatening it with extinction. Known for their industriousness and their tremendous contribution to
agriculture through pollination, bees appear in the mythologies of various ancient cultures, and were first examined
by scientists as early as the 17th century.
Fisher's sharp, high-resolution photographs enable us to appreciate the bees' striking anatomy and their elegant
fusion of form and function, which remains invisible to the human eye. Her camera focuses on the surface of their
bodies, which is enlarged to an almost molecular level, so that their eyes call to mind a protective armor or the surface
of a dark star perceived in the depths of space. Their hairs resemble thistles spreading out over barren hills, while the
close-ups of their pores may be likened to the body parts of imaginary creatures in a science-fiction film. One of the
artist's most important realizations while working on this series was that the hexagonal pattern in the bees' eyes is
reminiscent of the hexagonal pattern of their honeycombs. These enlarged images thus encourage the viewer to
contemplate the surprising affinity between what the eye sees and what the body produces, and to recognize the
existence of a metaphorical code that shapes the structure and pattern of the organism on the micro level, while
echoing the macro level of the universe.

Bee Series, 2010
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Ori Gersht
Born in Tel Aviv, 1967; lives and works in London

Ori Gersht's photographic and video works entertain a multifaceted dialogue with the history of art, especially with
the history of painting, while challenging the perception of photography as evidence of the "truth." As a photographer
endowed with the sensibility of a painter, Gersht touches upon philosophical questions concerning representation,
optical perception, the perception of time, and above all, the affinity between photographic imagery and reality.
Images of nature and various types of landscapes appear frequently in his works; ranging from cherry blossoms in
Hiroshima to the landscapes of Sarajevo, snow-covered plains in Siberia, fallen trees in East European forests, and the
Lister Route running through the Pyrenees (used as an escape path during World War II), these landscapes have been
etched in the historical memory of human tragedies and are charged with the burden of a traumatic past.
Using a high-speed digital camera, Gersht seeks to bridge the distance of time and to recreate memory. Central to
this concern are his short videos, in which he documents the destruction of carefully constructed still-life scenes – a
distinct form of mediated nature. Known in French as nature morte – literally, "dead nature" – the still-life genre, which
presents images of a cultivated nature, was traditionally the least prestigious among art-historical genres. The video
work Falling Bird features a still life based on a painting by Jean-Siméon Chardin, in which a cluster of grapes and a
pheasant dangling upside down are reflected in a dark pool of liquid. As the pheasant gradually dives downwards
in slow motion, it breaks through the horizontal surface and collapses into its own reflection. The spurts of liquid
accompanied by muffled bubbling sounds, enhance the apocalyptic atmosphere, which stands out in contrast to
the mesmerizing beauty of this scene. Gersht's concern with the aesthetics of violence, and the connection forged
between an innocent still-life and the sense of an impending disaster – a falling bird, or exploding flower bouquets
or pomegranates – amplifies the affinity between beauty and death explored in the tradition of vanitas imagery, and
endows it with contemporary significance.

Falling Bird, 2008 (video stills)
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Meirav Heiman
and Yossi Ben Shoshan
Meirav Heiman born in Jerusalem, 1972
Yossi Ben Shoshan born in Haifa, Israel, 1965
They live and work in Tel Aviv

Meirav Heiman and Yossi Ben Shoshan's whale is one of the most virtual and unnatural creatures
in this exhibition. Like an immobilized monster imprisoned in a cage, it was transported from Israel
to Miami in an aquarium that is far too small to accommodate its size. The whale is the exhibition's
main attraction – a freak show featuring the world's largest mammal. This horrifyingly real creature,
however, is entirely composed of pixels. It is a magical, illusory digital creation – a vision that
disappears with the flick of a light switch.
The sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus or Physeter catodon) is the largest of all toothed whales
and the largest living toothed animal. Its length can reach over 54 feet and it has the largest brain
of any animal. The size of its head can reach up to one-third of its entire length. Named after the
milky-white, sperm-like substance found in its head, the sperm whale can dive deeper than any
other sea creature and its clicking is the loudest sound produced by any animal. Whaling flourished
between the 18th and the 20th centuries. Prior to the invention of the mechanical harpoon, this
was a tough and dangerous activity and many whaling ships sank with their entire crew due to
whale attacks. In the 1980s, the sperm whale was declared an internationally protected species.
Hunting sperm whales is now a criminal offence, yet illegal whaling still takes place in Indonesia and
Japan. In this work, Heiman and Ben Shoshan join a long line of artists and writers inspired by this
remarkable marine creature. Although this mammal's gaze communicates empathy, pain, distress
and intelligence, it also symbolizes the vast, threatening powers of nature – like a mythological
monster whose capture and subjection provoke a sense of human control and pride.*

*

This text is based on a text written by Revital Peretz Ben-Asher for the catalogue of the exhibition 		
The Natural History Museum, Petach Tikva Museum of Art, Israel, 2009.

Installation view of Sperm Whale from The Natural History Museum
Petach Tikva Museum of Art, Israel, 2009
Photo: Yigal Pardo
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Hilja Keading
Born in Berkeley, California, 1960; lives and works in Los Angeles

For the past two decades, Hilja Keading has been examining the boundaries between the natural and the fictional, while
focusing on the cultivation and domestication of the wild. Her body of work includes drawings, films, and multi-channel
video installations in which she herself usually appears. The relationship between man and nature is given expression in
a surprising and comic manner in the video installation The Bonkers Devotional, which documents an intimate encounter
between a blond woman (the artist) and Bonkers, a mature black bear weighing 800 pounds. The two-channel video is
projected in an interior space covered with a canopy of military camouflage netting. This space is located within a larger
room, where an image of golden aspens swaying in the wind is projected onto the exterior walls. The video is edited
to resemble an Absurdist play: the artist, barefoot in a green summer dress, shares a bedroom in a wooden hut with
the gigantic black bear. In this surreal scene, which seems to have been taken from the life of a married couple familiar
with each other's habits, the bear and the woman appear to be trapped together in a domestic space. Close-ups of the
woman and bear's different body parts intermingle with exterior scenes that penetrate into the interior, a pink teddy
bear gazes at the scene, the woman stares restlessly out the window, the heavy bear dozes off in bed and gets up every
so often to smell her hair, the woman pets its fur, the bear pulls at the bed sheets, the woman lies down beside it. The
sense of tension, suffocation and lack of space grows increasingly intense with each passing frame, reaching its climax
when we suddenly hear the voice of the bear trainer, who was present in the room all along.
The use of the word "devotional" in the title of the work alludes to religious faith and triggers thoughts about the
uncanny and the repressed. In feminist literature and art, the concern with animals is examined as part of gender identity
politics, and as a subversive form of resistance against the identification of women with the physical, inferior aspects
of "nature" and their association with impurity and with wild, animal-like qualities. In this context, women are equated
with the "body," while men are identified with the "soul" and with humanity, nobility, prestige, purity and cultivation –
that is, with the spiritual dimension of "culture." In this work, Keading joins a long line of women artists who sought to
undermine these binary relations, while creating a humorous allegory filled with psychological insights that overturn
these traditional dichotomies. As is quickly revealed, the power play between the woman and the bear has no decisive
outcome and both figures are in fact different aspects of the same unstable, constantly mutating self.

The Bonkers Devotional, 2007-2009(stills from video installation)
Cameraman: James Zucal
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Freddy Shachar Kislev
Born in Tel Aviv, 1982; lives and works in Tel Aviv

The work of Freddy Shachar Kislev, a filmmaker by trade, is suffused with passion, curiosity, and wonder concerning the
world of flora and fauna, which he treats as a rich source of inspiration and an object of study. His works – most of which
are sculptures based on kinetic and mechanical elements – combine natural and artificial components in a manner
that undermines familiar dichotomies between nature and culture. In most of these works, it is difficult to distinguish
between the organic, natural components and the synthetic ones created by the artist. Physical phenomena, natural
aberrations, and chemical processes are all echoed in his work, and are given expression by means of physiological
and organic formations that appear to exist in the twilight zone between the worlds of science and mysticism.
In most cases, Kislev infuses common readymade objects with life, humorously, creating strange creatures that
appear to have no purpose or inner logic and which seem to belong to the world of science fiction. In Bald Mollusca,
a writhing mollusk with a glossy, undulating body rests in its shell in a pool of black liquid. This organism, which
has replaced the beautiful and expensive pearl that once inhabited this shell, appears as a bizarre and threatening
parasite. The presentation of the shell on a pedestal may be interpreted as an attempt to create a pseudo-scientific
display of a marine creature in an artificial environment. In a grotesque, theatrical manner, Kislev creates the illusion
of an aberration presented in a natural history museum, a true scientific specimen that is suffused with mystery
and sensuality, while provoking a mixture of curiosity and repulsion. This work makes use of technology to create a
primitive creature, stimulating our primal reactions even as it subverts them through our knowledge that the mollusk
is a pure fabrication.

Bald Mollusca, 2011 )detail)
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Sigalit Landau
Born in Jerusalem, 1969; lives and works in Tel Aviv

Sigalit Landau's works, in which nature plays a central role, are imbued with deep symbolic meanings based on contrasts
and extreme states. The shores of the Mediterranean Sea, the Dead Sea and its salt crystals, and endless expanses of
ice appear repeatedly in her works and are charged with metaphorical meanings. Ever since she began exhibiting her
works in 1995, her spectacular installations, as well as her sculptures and video works, always appear to be part of a
meta-narrative and seem to have been detached from a mythological environment rich with multiple meanings.
For DeadSee – one of Landau's iconic video works – 500 watermelons were strung along a 750-foot-long cord to
create an 18-foot spiral raft that floats in the salt water of the Dead Sea. Some of the watermelons were smashed
open, so that their red flesh appears to be bleeding under the blazing sun. One by one, as if guided by an invisible
hand, the watermelons uncoil in a spiral motion from the center outwards, in an endless loop that mesmerizes
the viewer's gaze. The artist's naked body, which floats on the watermelon raft, slowly drifts away. Following the
gradual disappearance of the intensely red watermelon flesh, the azure surface of the water reassumes its nearly
monochromatic appearance.
Like Landau's oeuvre more generally, this work has both universal and local resonances. The spiral motion, which also
appears in additional works, is related to the cycle of life in nature and to myths of renewal and growth. This motif is
also reminiscent of Robert Smithson's work Spiral Jetty (1970), while combining the conceptual and the sensual, earth
art and body art. Landau treats the Dead Sea as a laboratory for what she calls "accelerated archeology,” a process
that involves the immersion of various objects in the water and their retrieval after a period of time, during which
they become coated with an envelope of salt crystals. The Dead Sea has specific meaning in an Israeli context. This
area, the lowest in the world, is located on the Syrian-African rift. The highly saline water, which is viewed as having
cleansing powers, creates stunning salt-crystal formations, yet is also a symbol of destruction and annihilation. The
historical and national narratives embedded in this lifeless lake – the story of a life of wandering in the desert, the
story of Sodom and of Lot's wife, who was transformed into a pillar of salt, the stories of the Jewish and Christian sects
who fled to this area around the destruction of the Second Temple and the birth of Christianity, and the discovery of
the Dead Sea Scrolls – all serve as a point of departure for Landau's mythical narratives. This work, which initially has a
dreamlike, surreal appearance, was filmed from a crane in the vicinity of Sodom, south of Masada, during the intense
heat of the month of August. The naturally high salt content of the Dead Sea, which causes everything to float on its
surface, lends this scene its unnatural appearance.

DeadSee, 2005 (video stills)
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Dana Levy
Born in Tel Aviv, 1973; lives and works in Tel Aviv and New York

Dana Levy's work investigates the social, political, and historical dimensions of life in the Middle East, with an emphasis
on the themes of memory, identity, and the relationship between the wild and the cultivated, the natural, and the
unnatural. Nature is examined in her work through a concern with mechanisms of classification and preservation –
procedures centered on the cultivation of nature in response to man's basic instinct to control and domesticate
his environment. Her photographs and video works undermine the very basis of the conceptual and institutional
procedures underlying the ordering of knowledge and the classification and display of nature. They are concerned, in
different ways, with the manner in which life is detached from its natural context and environment, sealed in display
cases or hung on the museum walls.
Levy's interest in the question of representing nature is especially evident in the magical video The Fountain. This
poetic, dreamlike work documents a crane uprooting an old pine tree from a pastoral lake and slowly carrying it up
into the air. The hovering tree, which is not part of the local Israeli landscape, constitutes a Romantic metaphor for
an existential state of being uprooted and of migration, detachment, and homelessness, while charging the scene
with a political resonance. Levy's work is concerned with man's desire to control nature as a form of poetic hubris, as
well as with the ephemeral nature of belonging. The work's title, meanwhile, alludes to Marcel Duchamp's renowned
Fountain (1917), a work similarly centered on a decontextualized object that is endowed with new significance in
an artistic context.

The Fountain, 2011 (video stills)
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Tobias Madison
Born in Basel, Switzerland, 1985; lives and works in Basel, Switzerland

The relationship between nature and culture are central to the work of Tobias Madison, who engages with a wide
range of mediums. His installations typically include a combination of glass display cases, wallpaper, digital prints,
sculptures, texts, scanned images, photographs, films, and more. Since 2008, he has been especially interested in
subjecting various materials to different types of manipulations, while examining exhibition conventions and combining
digital technology and natural elements. The four column-like sculptures give expression to Madison's underlying
concern with "artificial nature" and with various "decorative" patterns. These narrow, elongated display cases rise
out of wooden bases that have become a signature element of his works. Each of the display cases is "planted" with
different synthetic plants, some of which have been stained with "expressionistic" color drips in the spirit of Jackson
Pollock. The presentation of these plants as eerie floral taxidermies ironically combines the elements of "nature" and
"culture." These display cases were previously exhibited alongside large acrylic tanks filled with different flavors of
Vitamin Water™. The presentation of the plants alongside this artificial health drink cast an ironic light on fashionable
new age trends concerning the preservation of nature, the sanctification of the "natural," and green ecology.

Installation views from Hydrate + Perform
Swiss Institute, New York, 2010
P
 hoto: Daniel Perez
Images courtesy of the artist and Swiss Institute
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Richard Mosse
Born in Dublin, 1980; lives and works in New York

Richard Mosse's works are characterized by an overwhelmingly unnatural quality that borders on
the surreal. Mosse represents nature using infrared film, which enables him to examine war-torn
regions or areas undergoing other forms of crisis through seemingly "pink lenses," while in fact
producing allegorical, blood-suffused landscapes. In recent years, Mosse has documented disaster
areas worldwide: the war in Yugoslavia, the abandoned palaces of Saddam Hussein in Iraq and
cities destroyed by earthquakes in Iran, Pakistan, and Haiti. Yet unlike typical photojournalists in
search of news items and scoops, Mosse creates large-scale photographs that exceed the realm
of documentation and paradoxically strive to create a sublime, Romantic effect.
The two photographs included in this exhibition were taken in the eastern Congo, in Africa, a
region that has suffered five million casualties and 400,000 rape cases over the past 15 years.
These photographs are part of a large series of landscape images that contain fighters in some
instances and victims in others. The Kodak Aerochrome Infrared film used by Mosse, a discontinued
military surveillance film used to detect an invisible spectrum of infrared light, accurately detects
frequencies that parse camouflage from vegetation. The effect is that of dreamlike images whose
colors are entirely different than those perceived in reality. The conflict-torn earth and the jungle
battlefields of rebel tribes that massacre one another are transformed in these photographs into
jarring pink, orange, and magenta carpets that cover barren hills and forests, mountains and valleys.
The infrared film, which was developed by the American army in the 1940s to detect part of the
spectrum of light that remains invisible to the human eye, originally served to mark targets and
locate jungle areas. For Mosse, this film serves as an aesthetic means of circumventing realistic
representation and suspending reality itself – of distancing the trauma and of transforming the
battlefields of Africa into a mysterious and exotic natural landscape. By intentionally shirking the
kind of "photographic responsibility" inherent to the work of photojournalists, Mosse exceeds the
limits of conventional representation and produces allegorical landscapes charged with symbolic
meaning, which enable us to perceive the tragedy from a different perspective. What initially
appears as an artificial form of nature is revealed to be a disrupted representation of the conflict,
which provokes thoughts about the ethics and aesthetics of violence.

Endless Plain of Fortune, 2011
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Gilad Ratman
Born in Haifa, Israel, 1975; lives and works in New York and Tel Aviv

The mediated natural scenes that appear in The 588 Project are enigmatic and disturbing. Two screens set in a corner
feature changing images of a swamp, where transparent tubes emerge out of a bubbling mass of mud. As in earlier
works in which Gilad Ratman examined the limits of human endurance, here too he examines the extreme limits of
man's ability to wallow in nature. This work was inspired by a short video titled Boogeyman that the artist came across
online, which introduced him to a community called "Deep Sinking." The several thousand members of this community
engage in an activity that may be qualified as a strange sport or a bizarre and morbid form of pornography, which
involves entirely submerging one's body in mud, or watching others perform this feat.
This work, which was filmed on a mud farm in Arkansas, brings to public awareness an entire industry of submergence
fetish films produced on artificial swamp grounds. Most often, the people submerging themselves in the mud are
models who disappear into the swamp while thin plastic tubes supply them with air. The documentation of this surreal
activity creates a drama of fear, mystery, and suspense, as the thick, slippery, tremulous earth seems to swallow up the
figures. Their snorting, alongside a soft whistling sound, enhances the dramatic effect. The mud (neither liquid nor
solid), which is associated with filth and dirt, serves as a metaphorical image for intermediate states, and represents
the twilight zone of culture. This is an abject form of nature, which is identified with a mysterious, primal world of
libidinal urges. Man's interaction with this world creates a narrative associated with extreme primeval states that
predate the formation of language and culture, as if in an attempt to locate the threshold leading to the world of
human civilization. At the same time, this work ironically comments on man's desire to merge with nature.

The 588 Project, 2009 (stills from video installation)
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Samantha Salzinger
Born in Westfield, New Jersey, 1969; lives and works in Miami

Inspired by natural history dioramas, science fiction, and apocalyptic films, Samantha Salzinger creates imaginary
topographies – entirely artificial "natural" environments including pastoral, primeval, and pristine landscapes, images
from outer space and disasters such as tornadoes and falling meteorites. Yet this mysterious, imaginary and sublime
natural world is nothing but a documentation of three-dimensional dioramas created by the artist on her studio
table. These miniature landscapes are laboriously constructed out of simple materials such as dirt, resin, cut tree limbs,
moss, cotton filler, spray paint, grout, live plants, salt crystals, Styrofoam, and baking soda, which are combined with
scenery elements of the kind available at DIY stores and Hollywood studios. These scenes are all devoid of human
beings and are photographed in natural light. In some instances, the artist makes use of different backdrops, while
in others the final processing of the image is performed in Photoshop. The illusion created by these images is further
underscored by the fact that the titles of the works refer to real places.
These highly precise, deceptive simulations take to an extreme the idea of a synthetic, manmade natural expanse and
raise questions concerning the consumption of nature in the 21st century, the appropriation of nature in accordance
with human needs, and the increasingly rarer opportunities to experience a real encounter with unmediated nature in
the digital world. Salzinger's images are concerned with fantasies about the "wilderness" and about "ideal," "primeval"
and serene landscapes of the kind that frequently appear in popular culture as an object of longing, a quintessential
symbol of escapism. These landscapes raise ironic thoughts about the limits of the enjoyment gained from artificial
nature. They cause us to reflect on the human need to conquer nature, as well as on man's impotence when faced
with uncontrollable natural disasters and other natural phenomena.

Leonids Meteor, 2008
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Rural South Dakota, 2008

Untitled, 2011
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Tomer Sapir
Born in Kfar Saba, Israel, 1977; lives and works in Tel Aviv

Tomer Sapir's slide display Research for the Full Crypto-Taxidermical Index presents the viewer with a lexicon of images
that undermines classificatory distinctions between nature and culture. This work features a wide range of objects
produced by the artist. It also includes objects that Sapir found in nature and subsequently integrated into the
work, while disrupting their natural appearance and fusing together the categories of animal and mineral, real
and fictional. The hybrid creatures featured in this work are mutations suspended between the organic and the
artificial, the seductive and the threatening. Alongside strange objects composed of plant-like substances are fossils,
silkworm chrysalises, porcupine quills, stones, rotten, cracked fruit pits, or a specimen of Ceiba insignis, an organic
plant characterized by a biomechanical ability to spread. These materials are subjected to various types of sculptural
and formal manipulations, so that it is impossible to know whether the various artifacts, which are reminiscent of the
curiosities featured in Renaissance "cabinets of wonder," were gathered in nature, or whether they are bodily organs
or painstakingly created artificial imitations. Like an alchemist in his lab, Sapir examines the overlapping of biological
and synthetic elements and attempts to come up with the formula for combining them. The term "crypto-taxidermy"
alludes to the embalming of parts of different animals, such as a rabbit and an antelope, and their use to create hybrid
creatures that do not actually exist; it further underscores the suspension of Sapir's work in the twilight zone between
nature and artifice – the habitat of mythological, imaginary creatures.

Research for the Full Crypto-Taxidermical Index, 2010-2012 ( Power Point details)
Photos: Elad Sarig, Hilit Kadouri
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Yehudit Sasportas
Born in Ashdod, Israel, 1969; lives and works in Berlin and Tel Aviv

Yehudit Sasportas' dark, somber landscape, whose depths are illuminated by a flash of light, is
composed of a dreamlike patchwork of images featuring a forest and swamps alongside manual
drawings. The camera slowly scans the landscape like a hunter in search of his prey while a series
of sharp black lines rhythmically runs across the screen, as if following what is taking place. This
enigmatic work is based on an image of swamps in the vicinity of Hamburg, which triggered the
artist's curiosity when she came across it in a German newspaper. The swamp that refuses to dry
up took over her imagination and came to be perceived by Sasportas as a wound that is unable
to heal. This film, which brings together elements from the languages of cinema and animation,
combines landscape fragments captured by the artist and vertical, linear drawings. These drawings
are scattered among the tree trunks, penetrating into the swampland and seemingly reintegrating
the visible parts of the actual landscape with the deeper layers of the imagined landscape. The
interest of an Israeli artist in a German forest, a region perceived in German mythology and history
as a realm of longing and witchcraft, carries a metaphorical charge. This symbol of German national
identity also impacted the planned forestation of the Israeli landscape, which was undertaken in an
attempt to endow it with a new identity and to efface the traces of former Palestinian villages.
The unnatural natural realm in Sasportas' work thus constitutes a dreamlike fusion of formalism,
mysticism, and politics. She regards this swamp area as a psychic limbo, a twilight zone between
dream and waking, so that the journey to it is akin to a journey to the realm of the unconscious. This
pastoral natural world unfolds before the viewer, forming a mesmerizing panoramic landscape. The
geometric coordinates that seemingly attempt to chart this dark, uncontrollable landscape and to
connect it to the realm of consciousness create a play of light and shadow, depth and surface. The
slow motion, like the meditative soundtrack, moves from the realm of concrete, physical experience
to an abstract realm of sensory experience whose dreamlike quality transforms the swamp into an
imprint of a mental landscape, a topography of the soul.

The Lightworkers, 2010 (video stills)
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Michal Shamir
Born in Tel Aviv, 1957; lives and works in Givat Nili, Israel

Michal Shamir's works contain actual natural vestiges that have been carefully collected,
classified, and preserved – leaves, thorns, flowers, birds, insects, cobwebs, mold,
stamens, earth, and ashes. These vestiges of life are delicately and compassionately
gathered and ordered in a scanner, where they are arranged into garlands or scattered
across the surface. The scanned images call attention to the astonishingly real-looking
details, to which the artist sometimes adds watercolor and pencil drawings based on
plant and insect handbooks. Insect joints, cobwebs, and grains of sand are scattered
throughout the compositions. These images, which are reminiscent of flowers dried
among the pages of a book or of 17th century Dutch still lifes, are transformed into
large, stunning digital prints. Shamir's concern with the vanitas tradition offers a
reminder of the ephemerality of life. The beauty and freshness of the flowers alludes
to their future decay, while their detailed, pseudoscientific display underscores their
withering and dissolution. Shamir walks the thin line between attraction and repulsion
as she confronts living beauty with its fragile and ephemeral essence and highlights
the Romantic quality of death and the melancholy of decay.

Untitled, 2011
Untitled, 2010
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Uri Shapira
Born in Tel Aviv, 1980; lives and works in Tel Aviv

A pseudo-scientific approach bordering on science fiction is represented by the works of Uri Shapira, who examines
the behavior of inert matter over an extended period of time. Like an alchemist, his point of departure is pure matter.
His studio serves as a laboratory in which he concocts materials, triggers "natural" reactions among chemicals and
infuses inert metals with life. Using a series of glass aquariums and engaging in long-term research and development
processes based on trial and error, which he describes as "natural" and "pure," he cultivates "dynamic aesthetic
environments" and creates metal vegetation: species and sub-species of various growths, which are each based on a
unique concoction of chemicals and each evolve according to their own logic and timetable. This treasury of "crops"
takes on a wide range of appearances, calling to mind fields of wheat, fir tree forests, algae, ferns, branches, thorns
and cactuses, snowflakes, gold leaves, coral reefs, shells, geological cross-sections, or underwater whirlpools.
The five video works on display allow for the observation of these various growth processes. These works were
produced by using time-lapse photography to create a series of still images at predetermined intervals, and thus
document the evolution and changes undergone by the material. These images served as the basis for a stop-motion
animation, whose soundtrack combines the authentic sounds of the chemical process with recordings of natural
growth processes found online. In some of the video works, the wild creatures created by the artist are given a name
and characteristics, such as Bobo Beast or Lead Cub, that endow them with personalities. The fictional dimension
of this project is enhanced in works such as 24 Hours Vancouver Algae Timelapse, in which a poisonous form of algae
that feeds on fluorescent fluids spreads across a concrete surface. Creating an analogy to ecological approaches to
nature, Shapira takes a double stance: on the one hand, he intervenes by activating the material, steering its process of
growth (and attempting to control it); at the same time, he takes a passive stance as he observes and documents the
results. The aspiration to develop such purposeless ecological environments puts him in the position of an omnipotent
creator and undermines accepted concepts such as natural and artificial, divinely created and manmade.

One Week Classic Savanna Time-Lapse, 2011
(still from stop motion video)

Introducing the Quiver Weed, 2010
(video stills)
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S ix Days Dark Bobo Time-Lapse, 2011
(stills from stop motion video)
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Jennifer Steinkamp
Born in Denver, 1958; lives and works in Los Angeles

Jennifer Steinkamp, a pioneering digital animation artist, has been known since the early 1990s for her stunning
video installations, which she refers to as a form of "immaterial architecture." Steinkamp inserts landscape imagery
into built structures to create breathtaking expanses of artificial nature. Her laborious work process, which unfolds
over the course of many months, makes use of 3D animation technology and special-effects programs in order to
transform the viewer's experience of the surrounding architectural environment. Various types of vegetation and
cascades of flowers are carefully extended from floor to ceiling like an architectural stage set or wallpaper projected
on a monumental scale. A colorful array of snapdragons, lilies, irises, daisies, jasmines, and other flowers seem to be
swaying lightly in the wind. Rootless and disconnected from the ground, they create a surprising psychedelic effect.
By multiplying and duplicating images, Steinkamp constructs mesmerizing optical illusions that sometimes verge
on total abstraction, while the rich pattern of vegetation and flowers transforms the walls into seemingly organic,
living and breathing surfaces. Her work Daisy Chain (Twist), which is projected onto the entrance wall at the top of
the ramp leading to the main exhibition gallery, seems to expand the limits of space. The digital shower of daisies
appears to be filtering in through the seam between the wall and the ceiling.
In this work, Steinkamp pursues a long tradition of representing flowers to allude to the cycles of life and death
and especially to the visual tradition of vanitas imagery. The beauty of the flowers symbolizes the ephemerality and
fragility of life, while the digital medium overcomes the natural processes of withering and decay and eternalizes
their beauty – as long as the electricity is on.

Daisy Chain (Twist), 2004 (still from video installation)
Image courtesy of the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York
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Gal Weinstein
Born in Ramat Gan, Israel, 1970; lives and works in Tel Aviv

Gal Weinstein's works are largely concerned with landscapes and other images of nature. In recent years, his works
have centered on images of natural phenomena such as tsunami waves, earthquakes, fires, and tornadoes – dramatic,
chaotic events that take place during a relatively short period of time. Yet despite his interest in nature, Weinstein's
sources of inspiration are usually to be found not in nature itself, but rather in processed images taken from various
instruction manuals or from the Internet. In the process of mediating these images, Weinstein engages in various
types of manipulation involving camouflage, substitute materials, and illusory appearances. Using industrial, synthetic
substances (such as steel wool, felt, or cotton wool), he replaces the rapid unfolding of the natural event with a slow,
laborious process of manual labor – a tribute to the human attempt to triumph over nature. In this manner, he sheds
ironic light on the relations between man, nature, and culture.
In the body of works included in this exhibition, Weinstein resuscitates landscape images that have a strong iconic
and sentimental value in the context of Israeli culture. In Untitled (Jezreel Valley), Weinstein used colored wool and felt
to "paint" the agricultural landscape of the Valley of Jezreel. This area has attained mythical status in Israeli culture as
an embodiment of the miraculous cultivation of barren land, the glory of modern agriculture, the Zionist settlement
project and an authentic, rustic lifestyle. Its representation by means of synthetic wool, however, transforms the fertile,
vital valley into a cultivated terrain. In Ignition, Weinstein laboriously pasted steel wool onto a wooden support to
create a dense, granular "sketch" of a pine-tree forest. Yet this crude, tough industrial material, which sticks up like
stubble, underscores the concrete nature of the image, calling our attention to its illusory dimension. In the video
work Ignition, he went one step further and documented the process of an actual fire spreading across a steel wool
drawing. In this instance, is the fire natural or artificial? The image of a scorched forest has deep significance in an
Israeli context due to the 2010 fire in the Carmel Mountains, which took the lives of many victims. In Mars (The
Reddened Planet), Weinstein recreates the reddish color of the planet Mars, which is due to the iron oxide prevalent
on its surface, by means of steel wool that gradually turns red when it is made to rust. By renaming the "Red Planet"
in a manner that shifts the emphasis to the process of turning red, the artist transforms this natural quality into an
artificial development, as a metaphorical expression for the recreation of the real as an artistic process.

Ignition, 2008 (video stills)

Forest Fire II, 2012 >
Mars (The Reddened Planet), 2012
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Wendy Wischer
Born in Waukesha, Wisconsin, 1971; lives and works in Salt Lake City

Wendy Wischer's installations are concerned with various aspects of nature, and create optical
illusions that shape deceptive forms of experience. Her use of lighting and technology and the
magic she performs with simple quotidian objects, create analogies to basic systems in the
universe – such as galaxies, the trajectories of stars and various types of vegetation. Wischer brings
together two approaches to matter – the physical and the conceptual – and fuses the material
and the immaterial. The sculptural component of her works is rooted in optical experience and
is characterized by varying degrees of tangibility. Her installation Puddled II features a series of
amorphous shapes made of opaque resin, which resemble puddles formed on the museum floor.
The surprise element in this work is created by the image of the sky projected onto the puddles,
which creates the illusion of a bright sky reflected in water. Every so often, the movement of birds
or clouds is perceived in the inverted reflection of the blue sky. The experience of viewing this
work brings together subjective, personal time and cosmological time related to the movement
of the universe. In nature, the color of the sky is determined by the refraction of sunlight through
the particles that make up the atmosphere. In human culture, rays of light are related to spirituality,
hope, prayer, and sanctity, and involve the direction of the human gaze upwards. The appearance of
the sky on the museum floor reveals the presence of nature to be a mere illusion, while showcasing
its most immaterial element, air, in the temple of material culture – the museum.

Puddled II, 2012 (installation view)
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Guy Zagursky
Born in Tel Aviv, 1972; lives and works in Tel Aviv

Sky in a Box highlights Guy Zagursky's consistent concern with visual illusions and optical tricks. The fragment of nature
captured in this work is a form of trompe l'oeil: a simple wooden crate of the kind used to transport artworks appears,
when seen from above, as a magical chest that contains a dark expanse of starry sky. This work, like other works by
Zagursky, seems to contain an implicit contemplation of the ephemerality of beauty and the fleeting nature of time,
while acknowledging the impossibility of truly grasping the nature of infinity. "Since we cannot grasp infinity, we
naturally attempt to capture fragments of time, to isolate individual objects and to endow them with importance,"
Zagursky says. "I would like to think of myself as the producer of postmodern vanitas images; I am interested in studying
the incredibly powerful play of forces that act in opposition or in relation to one another, while man is preoccupied
with his Sisyphean desires and grotesque aspirations for power and eternal life."

Sky in a Box, 2008
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List of Works

Boaz Aharonovitch

Céleste Boursier-Mougenot / Ariane Michel

Meirav Heiman and Yossi Ben Shoshan

Tobias Madison

 ark Matter, 2010-2012
D
Four archival pigment prints
48x 48 inches each
Courtesy of the artist and Dan Gallery
for Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv

Les oiseaux de Céleste, 2008
Film of Céleste Boursier-Mougenot's installation from here to ear
Blu-Ray, sound
7 minutes
Realized by: Ariane Michel
Courtesy of the artists and Paula Cooper Gallery, New York

S perm Whale, 2009
Four-channel HD video installation, sound
216 1/2x 521 5/8 x 194 7/8 inches
Courtesy of the artists
Thanks to the Petach Tikva Museum of Art, Israel; Nadav Smulian
and the Israeli Fund for Video Art and Experimental Cinema

 urabrite / Against Nature / Untitled / 9000, 2010
D
Coffee Bubinga Burl and Sierra Birch figured veneered wood,
acrylic glass, artificial plants and acrylic paint
861/2 x 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Courtesy of the Rubell Family Collection, Miami

Einat Arif-Galanti
 lastic Life, 2011
P
HD video animation on Blu-Ray, sound
2:07minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Blane De St. Croix

Hilja Keading

F loating Fire, 2012
Branches, Spanish moss, dirt, sand, foam, resin, wood, acrylic
paint, vinyl paste and stucco
24x 148 x 77 inches
Courtesy of the artist

T he Bonkers Devotional, 2007-2009
Four-channel HD video installation, sound
13:20minutes
Cameraman: James Zucal
Courtesy of the artist

Rose-Lynn Fisher

Freddy Shachar Kislev

 ee Series (Antenna Hairs 3300x, Antenna Joint 400x, Antenna 150x,
B
Terrain 370x, Abdomen 75x, Petiole 70x, Elliptical Dome of Bee Eye
190x, Bee’s Knee 330x, Wing to Body 550x), 2010
Nine SEM photos: black dye prints
(from a series of 60 prints)
13x 19 inches or 19 x 13 inches each
Courtesy of the artist and Craig Krull Gallery, Santa Monica

 ald Mollusca, 2011
B
Silicone, motors, shell, pigmented water, acrylic and MDF
83/4 x 20 x 12 inches
Courtesy of the artist

Aziz + Cucher
E tude SB, from the series Synaptic Bliss, 2006
DVD, sound
3:18minutes
Courtesy of the artists
 octurne #3, 2004
N
Light jet print on Endura metallic paper with Diasec mount
48x 36 inches
Courtesy of the artists
 octurne #5, 2005
N
Light jet print on Endura metallic paper with Diasec mount
50x 72 inches
Courtesy of the artists
S cenapse #5: Burnt Mountain, 2007
Light jet print on Endura metallic paper with Diasec mount
50x 72 inches
Courtesy of the artists
S cenapse #10: Field, 2007
Light jet print on Endura metallic paper with Diasec mount
72x 50 inches
Courtesy of the artists

Ori Gersht
F alling Bird, 2008
Digital HD film, sound
5:53minutes
Courtesy of the artist and Noga Gallery of Contemporary Art,
Tel Aviv

Sigalit Landau
 eadSee, 2005
D
Digital HD video, silent
11:39minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Dana Levy
T he Fountain, 2011
HD video on DVD, sound
3:03minutes
Soundtrack: Matthew Dotson
Courtesy of the artist

ISOSTAR / ISOSTAR / x27x>>/ 2000, 2010
Coffee Bubinga Burl and Sierra Birch figured veneered wood,
acrylic glass, artificial plants and acrylic paint
861/2 x 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Courtesy of the Rubell Family Collection, Miami
L ASERBLUE / Black & White photography / California Citrus
Summer, 2010
Coffee Bubinga Burl and Sierra Birch figured veneered wood,
acrylic glass, artificial plants and acrylic paint
861/2 x 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Courtesy of the Rubell Family Collection, Miami
 iven: The Sequel to Mist / HAW-LIN / Untitled 223 / Dubai 2012,
R
2010
Coffee Bubinga Burl and Sierra Birch figured veneered wood,
acrylic glass, artificial plants and acrylic paint
861/2 x 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches
Courtesy of the Rubell Family Collection, Miami

Richard Mosse
E ndless Plain of Fortune, 2011
Digital c-print
40x 50 inches
Courtesy of the artist and
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
 erd at Dusk, 2011
H
Digital c-print
72x 90 inches
Courtesy of the artist and
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Gilad Ratman

Tomer Sapir

Uri Shapira

Gal Weinstein

T he 588 Project, 2009
Two-channel HD video installation, sound
8:11minutes
Courtesy of the artist and Braverman Gallery, Tel Aviv

 esearch for the Full Crypto-Taxidermical Index, 2010-2012
R
Computer Power Point
Continuous loop
Courtesy of the artist and Chelouche Gallery for
Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv

Introducing the Quiver Weed, 2010
HD video, silent
6:24minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Ignition, 2008
HD video, silent
3minutes
Courtesy of the artist

S ix Days Dark Bobo Time-Lapse, 2011
Stop motion HD video, sound
5minutes
Courtesy of the artist

F orest Fire II, 2012
Steel wool and felt on wood panel
471/4 x 71 7/8 inches
Courtesy of the artist and Keitelman Gallery, Brussels

 ne Week Classic Savanna Time-Lapse, 2011
O
Stop motion HD video, sound
1:40minutes
Courtesy of the artist

 ars (The Reddened Planet), 2012
M
Rusted steel wool on plywood
47x 71 inches
Courtesy of the artist and Riccardo Crespi Gallery, Milan

24Hours Vancouver Algae Time-Lapse, 2011
Stop motion HD video, sound
1:25minutes
Courtesy of the artist

 ntitled (Jezreel Valley), 2012
U
Wool and felt on wood panel
47x 47 inches
Courtesy of the artist

Samantha Salzinger
 ural South Dakota, 2008
R
Inkjet print
40x 50 inches
Collection of Francie Bishop Good and David Horvitz,
Fort Lauderdale
L eonids Meteor, 2008
Inkjet print
40x 50 inches
Collection of Francie Bishop Good and David Horvitz,
Fort Lauderdale
 ntitled, 2011
U
Six inkjet prints
32x 44 inches each
Courtesy of the artist
F orest 5, 2012
Inkjet print
50x 40 inches
Courtesy of the artist
F orest 6, 2012
Inkjet print
50x 40 inches
Courtesy of the artist

Yehudit Sasportas
T he Lightworkers, 2010
Two-channel HD video installation, sound
10minutes
Courtesy of the artist, Sommer Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv
and Galerie Eigen + Art, Leipzig / Berlin

Michal Shamir
 ntitled, 2010
U
Digital print from a scan of dry flowers, insects,
and watercolor drawings
495/8 x 103 1/8 inches
Courtesy of the artist and Chelouche Gallery for
Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv
 ntitled, 2011
U
Digital print from a scan of dry flowers, insects,
and watercolor drawings
495/8 x 109 inches
Courtesy of the artist and Chelouche Gallery for
Contemporary Art, Tel Aviv

24Hours Lead Cub Time-Lapse, 2011
Stop motion HD video, sound
1:40minutes
Courtesy of the artist

Jennifer Steinkamp
 aisy Chain (Twist), 2004
D
Video installation
Continuous loop
Lindemann Collection, Miami Beach
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Wendy Wischer
 uddled II, 2012
P
Projected video on acrylic
53x 25 inches
Courtesy of the artist and Julian Navarro Projects, New York

Guy Zagursky
S ky in a Box, 2008
Wooden crate, mirror, glass, led lights
1113/16 x 23 5/8 x 23 5/8 inches
Serge Tiroche Collection, Israel
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UNNATURAL installation view, computer simulation

